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Traffic conflict characteristics are measures of traffic accident 
potentials. A traffic conflict is any potential accident situation. 
Over 20 objective criteria for traffic conflicts (or impending 
accident situations) have been defined as to specific accident 
patterns at intersections. Essentially, these traffic conflicts 
are defined by the occurrence of evasive actions, such as braking 
or weaving, that are forced on a driver by an impending accident 
situation or a traffic violation. A method of systematically ob-
serving an intersection for traffic conflicts has been devised. 
In three 12-hr observation sessions, it is possible to evaluate 
completely an intersection; the information obtained is much 
more comprehensive than that normally available from accident 
histories. Further, the initial causes of the incidents, which 
accident records often fail to reveal, are uncovered. Traffic 
conflict studies use objective criteria to obtain significant 
quantities of data in short observation periods. 

•DRIVERS, vehicles, and roads are complicated co-contributors in traffic accidents. 
All three can vary significantly in character from one area to another, from one year 
to the next. To study and understand the basic causes of accidents, preliminary work 
was aimed at determining detectable measures of traffic characteristics that could de
velop into accidents. Numerous techniques were considered and tested, including con
tinuous camera monitoring and near-miss accident criteria. Near-miss accident cri
teria were found to be highly subjective and nonrepeatable. 

Analysis of traffic accident reports at high-accident intersections showed that the 
reported numbers of any particular type of accident circumstance were not large enough 
for adequate analysis. Furthermore, it was felt that it should be possible to objectively 
measure the accident potential of a given area-to evaluate an intersection dynamically 
without waiting for an accident history to evolve. 

A systematic method of observing an intersection for traffic accident potential was 
devised. Through the "traffic conflicts" technique, it is possible to evaluate completely 
an intersection in three 12-hr observation sessi_ons. By tallying observed impending 
accident situations that are defined as traffic conflicts, information can be obtained that 
is much more comprehensive than that normally available from accident histories. Over · 
20 objective criteria for traffic conflicts have been defined for specific accident patterns 
at intersections. 

A traffic conflict is any potential accident situation. There are two categories of 
traffic conflicts-evasive actions of drivers and traffic violations. When confronted with 
an impending accident situation, a driver takes evasive action to avoid collision. Eva
sive actions of drivers are evidenced by vehicle braking or weaving as attested by brake
light indication or lane change. Traffic violations are defined in accordance with the 
uniform traffic code. A traffic violation is a traffic conflict, a potential accident situa
tion; no other vehicle need be in close proximity to the violation. 
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Figure 1. Left-tum conflict. 

A traffic accident, the collision of vehi
cles, is thus viewed as a traffic conflict 
with the addition of a driver, road, or ve
hicle fault: the driver was not pay ing at
tention., the r oad was slippery, the brakes 
failed. 

TRAFFIC CONFLICT 
CHARACTERISTICS AT INTERSECTIONS 

The basic types of accidents at inter
sections are left-turn, weave, cross-traf
fic, red-light violation, and rear-end in
cidents. For these five basic categories, 
over 20 objective conflict criteria have 
been defined for specific potential accident 
patterns at intersections. 

A left-turn conflict is defined as a situa
tion in which a left-turn vehicle crosses 
directly in front of an opposing through ve
hicle. The criterion of the conflict is the 
evasive action-braking or weaving-of the 
through vehicle. In a left-turn conflict 

(Fig. 1), a left-turn vehicle, 1, crosses directly in front of a through vehicle, 2, caus
ing vehicle 2 to brake or weave. If vehicle 2 is viewed from the rear as it approaches 
the intersection, a brake-light indication or a weave can be observed during a conflict. 

The problem directions at an intersection are quickly revealed by traffic conflict 
counts. Further, the effectiveness of protective measures is readily noted. For ex
ample, at intersectionG-H, the number of left-turnconflictsperhour(7a.m. to7p.m.) 
averaged: 

Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound 

0.3 0 8.0 16.7 

This intersection is provided with a special left-turn green-arrow sequence for north
bound and southbound traffic; left turns are allowed only on the green-arrow signal. 

The weave conflict, associated with a weave or sideswipe accident, is defined as a 
situation in which a vehicle changes lanes into the path of another vehicle. The offended 
vehicle is caused to brake or weave to avoid the impending collision. In a weave con
flict (Fig. 2), vehicle 1 weaves, changes lanes, causing a following vehicle, 2, to brake . 
As the conflict is viewed from the rear, a brake-light indication can be observed on ve
hicle 2. Weave conflicts can occur as a result of lane changes, turns from improper 
lanes, and turns into wrong lanes. 

Comparison of traffic conflict results from "before and after" studies indicates many 
ramifications of engineering changes. For example, at intersection A-R, the number 

• of weave conflicts per hour (7 a.m. to 7 p.m.) averaged: 

Month 

August 
October 

Northbowid 

22.3 
3.8 

Southbound 

11.8 
15.1 

Eastbound 

2.9 
3.3 

Westbound 

0.4 
2.3 
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In August, northbound weave conflicts were primarily a result of weaves from the left 
lane to avoid waiting left-turn vehicles. In October, northbound left-turn was prohibited. 
Prohibiting the northbound left turn at this intersection not only reduced the left-turn 
incidents and increased the through volume capacity of the i n t e r s e c ti o n , but also 
markedly decreased the number of weave conflicts which could result in sideswipe or 
rear-end accidents. 

A cross-traffic conflict is defined as a situation in which a vehicle crosses or turns 
into the path of a through, right-of-way vehicle, causing the through vehicle to brake or 
weave. In a cross-traffic conflict (Fig. 3), a cross-road vehicle, 1, crosses directly 
in front of through vehicle, 2, causing vehicle 2 to brake or weave. The criterion of the 
conflict is a brake-light indication or weave of the through, right-of-way vehicle. 

Cross-traffic conflicts are generally observed at nonsignalized intersections, where 
the cross-road vehicles are supposed to stop and give right-of-way to arterial traffic. 
Cross-traffic conflicts can also occur at signalized intersections having special signal 
control phases, e.g., right-turn red-arrow sequences. Cross-traffic conflicts are 
recorded in three categories: through vehicles that completely cross the artery, left
turn cross-road vehicles that cross one direction of traffic and turn left into the path of 
a right-of-way vehicle, and right-turn cross-road vehicles that turn right into the path 
of a right-of-way vehicle. 

A red-light violation conflict is defined as a situation in which a vehicle enters the 
intersection-crosses the curb-line-on a red signal. Vehicles that have entered the 
intersection legally and complete their movement after the signal changes are not con
sidered violators. The three categories of red-light violators, through, left-turn, and 
right-turn, are separated because they appear to have different probabilities of devel
oping into accidents .. At intersections that have all-red phases, special counts are 
made of red-light violators that enter the intersection after the all-red phase. 

Figure 4 shows the hourly variations in the left-turn red-light violations at one of 
the intersections that was measured. It can be seen that the situations that were ob
served throughout the day varied significantly hour by hour, and the number of incidents 
is adequately high for examination. 

A rear-end conflict, in general, can be defined as a situation in which a vehicle stops 
unexpectedly and causes a following vehicle to take evasive action to avoid a rear-end 
collision. There are four general categories of rear-end conflict situations: a vehicle 
that prematurely stops for an amber traffic signal while being followed by another vehi
cle, a vehicle that stops or slows while turning from a traffic lane used by through 
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Figure 2. Weave conflict. 
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Figure 3. Cross-traffic conflict. 
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traffic while being followed by a through 
vehicle, a vehicle that stops or slows in a 
through traffic lane while being followed 
by another vehicle, and a vehicle that stops 
or slows because it is involved in a traffic 
conflict while being followed by another ve
hicle. In each case, the criterion of the 
conflict is the evasive action of the follow

P.M. ing vehicle-braking· as evidenced by 
:: 7 
!i A.M. 

11 
Time ol Oay 

Figure 4. Left-turn red light violations (westbound 
left-tum vehicles, intersection G-H). 

a brake-light indication or weaving as evi
denced by changing lanes. Within the four 
basic categories of rear-end incidents, 
over 10 specific rear-end conflicts have 
been defined. 

The first type of rear-end conflict (Fig . 5) is defined as a circumstance in which a 
vehicle, 1, stops for an amber traffic signal causing a following vehicle, 2, to brake or 
weave; vehicle 2 could have legally entered the intersection at his approach speed. If, 
for example, vehicle 2 is traveling at 45 mph approaching an intersection having a 4-sec 
amber light and the traffic signal changed from green to amber when vehicle 2 is less 
than 264 ft from the intersection, vehicle 2 could enter the intersection legally. A ve
hicle at 45 mph can travel 264 ft in 4 sec. If, however, vehicle 1, traveling in front of 
vehicle 2, stops for the traffic signal, vehicle 2 could be caused to stop or weave, the 
criterion of the conflict. 

The second category of rear-end conflict (Fig. 6) is defined as a situation in which a 
vehicle slows and turns from a traffic lane used by through traffic while being followed 
by a through vehicle. As vehicles 1 and 2 approach the intersection as a pair, vehicle 
1 slows to turn right from a lane used by through traffic. Through vehicle 2 is caused 
to brake or weave to avoid vehicle 1, the criterion of the conflict . Left-turn and right
turn incidents are recorded separately so that initial causations of incidents may be 
noted. 

The third type of rear-end conflict is defined as a circumstance in which a vehicle 
stops or slows in a through-traffic lane, causing a following through vehicle to brake or 
weave. Vehicles approaching an apparently clear intersection on a green signal have 
been observed coming to a complete stop before proceeding through the intersection. If 
such a vehicle, 1 (Fig. 7), were followed by another vehicle, 2, which was caused to 

11~=---
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Figure 5. Stop-on-amber rear-end conflict. Figure 6. Slow-for-tum rear-end conflict. 
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Figure 8. S low-for-traffic-conflict re or - e n d 
conflict. 

take evasive action, the situation would be termed a rear-end conflict. This type of 
rear-end conflict can also be initiated by shopping entrances beyond an intersection 
causing vehicles to back up into the intersection, slow trucks beyond the intersection, 
merging situations, disabled vehicles, emergency vehicles, general congestion, and 
traffic back-ups. 

The fourth type of rear-end conflict is defined as a situation in which a vehicle slows 
or stops when involved in a traffic conflict and causes a following vehicle to take eva
sive action to avoid a rear-end collision. For example (Fig. 8), if vehicle 1 slowed or 
stopped because it was involved in a left-turn conflict with vehicle 3, the incident 
would also be counted as a rear-end conflict if vehicle 2 was caused to brake or weave 
to avoid vehicle 1. Left-tum conflicts, weave conflicts, and cross-traffic conflicts can 
produce slow-for-traffic conflict rear-end conflicts. 

Problem directions for potential rear-end collisions are quickly indicated by traffic 
conflict analysis. Specific causes of the rear-end conflicts are pinpointed as indicated 
in Table 1. 

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 

In addition to counting the conflicts that were previously mentioned, several other 
counts are taken that are felt to affect the accident potential of an intersection. They 
include counts of the proportion of through vehicles that are stopped by the t raffic signal 
and all traffic movements of the intersection. 

TABLE 1 

REAR-END CONFLIC1'3 
lnterMetlon B-S, Averap Contllcta per Hour, 7 a. m. to 7 p. m. 

TJ'P'I Nortllbound Soulhbound Sa• lbound Weatbow,d 

Stop-on-a-r 2.9 3. 7 1.l 1.1 
Slow-tor-tum 

Lett-tun 0 0 o. 5 0 
Right-tun 1. 4 18.9& 0.8 I. I 

Slo•·ln•through-lane 13.2b 4.8 l . 5 3. 7 
Slow-ror-confllet 

Lelt-tun1-confllet I. 4 o. 3 0.8 0.8 
Weave confllet I. I 1.1 0 0 

0
No ri~' .. '"m fta ,.. rtH 10u1hboi.nd lraific. 

bfrt1fric boc!lc• up fl'Offl t.hoppln9 _,.,n:ince north of interwc:tion. 

The ability of a traffic signal to ac
commodate the vehicles approaching 
the intersection is indicated by theper
centage of vehicles that are disturbed 
by the intersection. Only through ve
hicles are counted for this purpose, 
since turning vehicles normally slow or 
stop as they approach the intersection. 
In the case shown in Table 2, although 
southbound traffic is confronted with a 
red signal only 39 percent of the time, 
90 percent of the southbound through 
traffic approaching the intersection is 
stopped. 

.lft:f CJ>. s;J ts; a 
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TABLE Z 

THAOUGH VEHICLE SERVICING 
lntenecUon A-R, '1' a. m. to 7 p. 11:1. Avenge 

Direction 

Northbound 

Southbound 

Eut.bound 

We• tbOllod 

Stnpped Slowed 
Vehlclee, Vehicles, 
Percent Percent 

61, 6 4. 9 

90, 3 I. 2 

92 . 2 4. 4 

84. 1 s. • 

TABLE 3 

LANE USAGE 

Undloturbed 
Vehicles, 
Percent 

21. 5 

8. 5 

3. • 
10. 5 

Intera•cticn G-H, Average Vehicle• per Hour, 
7 a. m. tD 7 p. m. 

Direction 

Northbound 

Soulllbound 

Left Lane Center Lane, Right Lane 
Left Turn Thru Thru Thru Right 

U9 

89 

376 386 

353 431 

TABLE 4 

11 130 

12 82 

OPERATING BRA!CE-L!Glfl'S 
lnter1ecUon G-H, 7 a.. m. to 7 p. m. Average 

Operating Nonlunctlonal 
01.rectlon Brake-Llghta, Brake-Lighta, 

Percent Percent 

Northbound 94. 7 5. 3 

Southbound 95. 8 •.2 

East.bound 95. 6 4. • 
Westbound lie. 2 3. 8 

Typical measurements of traffic con
flicts at intersections ind i cat e that the 
situations v a r y significantly throughout 
the day as the traffic loads and patterns 
change (Fig. 9). The number of incidents 
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Figure 9. Vehiclesstopped bytrofficsignol (west
bound through vehicles, intersection G-H). 
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Figure 10. Broke-light criteria observation. 

that occur is high enough for detailed examination. One hundred percent stopped vehi
cles indicates a period of traffic saturation for the intersection. 

The traffic movements of the intersection (Table 3) are recorded as the vehicles are ob
served entering the intersection and are counted for each approach lane and ultimate direc
tion. Notations are made of illegal movements and improper lane usage. These counts ap
pear to be noteworthy in that they show how the drivers are actually using the intersection. 

Since brake lights play an important role in these studies, vehicles are observed as they 
are stopping to detect those that have operating brake lights and those that have no perceptible 
brake-light indication (Table 4). It will be necessary to be aware of an intersection having a 
disproportionate number of vehicles not having operable brake lights. In general, it has 
been found that 4 to 7 percent of the vehicles have nonfunctional brake lights. 

OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES 

The data for measuring a signalized intersection are currently taken in three 12-hr 
observation periods for each intersection. Observations are generally made on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. 

During the first two observation periods, one for each of the intersecting roads, the 
traffic is observed (from behind) as it approaches the intersection to view the conflicts 
defined by vehicle brake-light criteria (Fig. 10). During the third 12-hr observation 
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period, the traffic is observed as it enters 
the intersection to view conflicts defined 
by traffic movement criteria (Fig. 11). 

· The data for each road are taken in 
15-min counts for alternate directions: 
one count for northbound traffic, the next 
for south, the third for north, etc. Fur
ther, it should be noted that one of the pur
poses of counting traffic movements is to 
obtain denominators for the conflict counts. 
Taking left-turn conflicts as an example, 
the data can be analyzed in terms of left
turn conflicts per hour, per left-turn ve
hicle, per opposing through vehicle, etc. 

CONFLICT DA TA 

Some 30 signalized and nonsignalized 
intersections have been counted using the 
conflict criteria. These intersections reP-

Figure 11. Traffic movement criteriaobservatian. resent a wide variation in geometrics, en-
vironment, signalization, traffic patterns, 
and densities. In each case, the conflict 

criteria served to numerically document the way the drivers were using the facility and 
the frequencies of the potential accident situations. The conflict criteria proved to be 
objective, and yielded significant amounts of data in short observation periods. 

In addition to the conflict data previously noted, complete data for two signalized and 
two nonsignalized intersections are given in Tables 5 through 8 to provide a better sam
ple of conflict characteristics. These data also serve to demonstrate the ability of the 
conflict technique to quantitatively measure the potential accident frequencies with their 
initiating causes at intersections. The weave and rear-end conflicts include some 10 
additional categories (e.g., turn-from-wrong-lane weave conflicts) which have not been 
separately noted here for brevity. 

The conflict data reflect the individual geometrics, environment, and traffic con
trols of each road. That is, the effects of left- and right-turn flares, merging 

TABLS 5 

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION B-D 
7 a. m. to 7 p.m. Average Confllcta per Rour 

D\Ncllon of Traffl 
Collflict SlblatlD• 

Nortb South Kut Woot 

IA/I-turn collfllct Z.4 u u e.1• 

Wean coalllct 4.ee 2.1 O.t 1.3 
Amber 8.41 1.2 0.5 0.9 
Toro,,111t-1am 3.911 12.3'1 0.7 1.0 

11ear ... nc1 confilct LelHllrn 0.5 0 0.5 1.1 
Rlgl\t-111n, 1.4C 0.2 0.5 0.7 
Collfllct 2.4 2.1 u 0.5 

I Tbrouab 1.5 0.7 0.7 0,4 
Red-llgbt YlolalDr• Left-tun 1.5 1.1 1.1 0.4 

Rlgbt-tun, 0.2 0.2 0,7 1,J 

Nole: The north,,,,,south ~ at intenection H-0 i1 a four-lane highway with a NffllW 

ll-.dim1 mid i1 flarad to proYide both left- - right•tuffl ~ Qt the intenec
tion. The itOlt-wat n;,od i1 o two-laM ~ flcsad to Four ia... at the intet
saction. l"'- norfh..toufn is the ,..,ior ruad. 

OFraaway 'I., ml le south ot i"letWcHon. 
bp,;,,_.ily ttefli c bock-~ 00""'9d by ,kN- tNclo ,w,gotiating o hlll non+. to 
int~tian. 

CRi~•lum Ha,...,.. partially f'llled with wate,; 1ignitlcait """"'- ol v.hic:I• 
tutMd ,t~, ,t'Offt rh. ,two,.;gn le... 

dP,ifflGl'ily trc,m c bock-up cOYMd by vehic:la Nming into shopping at th-. muth._t 
cotMf' ol infef'Wlc:fion . 

1 l.arga shof,ping Cenfef' wndilr Ql!Ntruction an to11thecat COfflef ol lnte,actioft. 

TABLB e 

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION AA-a 
7 a. m. to 7 p. m. AY11rage Confllcta per Rour 

DINctlDa al Tn.ffl 
Conlllet Slllatlml 

Nortll Soulll Eut Wen 

Left-tun canlllct 1.2 5.5 u o.Jd 
Wean coaruct 1.3 0.4 ut S.Jf 

Stop Amber 1.0 0.2 17.3C 3.1 
Tllrollab-la.oe 0.8 0.2 3.2 11.oe 

Rnr-.. 11 caalllct Lelt•lllnl u 0,9 0.8 o.Jd 
Rlabt-lW'G 9 •• 3.5& I.lb 14 •• 
CoDfllct 0 0 0 O.J 

,~ab 3,3 1.8 12.0 11.5 
Red-Ugbt YlolatlDu Lell•tun, 0 5.8 0.1 0 

Rlabt-tun, 7.1 1.0 0 2.0 

Note: Thia rwth-tOUth naod ,_ int.nectlon M-n II o four-I..,. undivided rood. Tha .. t--• rvad ~ tnt"N tc... in eoch ditKtlon, a c.,._ lea,,. ,Or l1ft-Nm1 
w-.t of the intenectfon, and o l'Qi lroad 'liadvct 11a1t ol the in..,..tl•. The 

-•---· road i1 the 1111;1iof road. 
"No ,ight•tvm fl01'11. 
bNo ,.lght•tum I lore, -,, wre,y few right-tvm ....hicla. 
C:Eca~ rrofflc, lttatt ,_.,., tn:rffic: slgnaJ 1/4 mile to the -•j mrh,'N • tt.11 llr 

nal _. it tw..d omber; note high nuffibet ol ~ "lalatlot11. 
dW•tbol.nd kh-ti.,m pr-ohibl,-. 
•Traffic bock--Yp ''°"' shopptnv .. , ol i~ian, ft whlc'- 1topp4119 a, o ..;.., 

d1iiet ,0 h .. , ol i,o91WCtion. 
f Pl'T..-ily right•tum-f,_.."'"°"11'"''-- -ve cantllcn. 



TABLE 7 

NONSIGNALIZED INTERSECTION H AT F 
7 a. m. to 7 p. m. Avlll!! r;age Con!llc ta per Hour 

DirectJon o{ Travel 
Conflict Slhlatlon 

North South 

Left-turn confllcl 3,1 2,0 

Weave coa!llct I.I 3, 1 

Amber oa oa 
Through-lane 6.3b e.ad 

RHr-end coa!llcl Lell-turn 8,3C 0.6 
Right-turn 0,9 12,3• 
Conflict 3.~ 3,1 l Through-to-eut 1.7 0,9 

Cro•1-tralflc coa!llct 
Through-to-"'81t 8.0 0,8 
Left-turn 2.0 1.1 
Right-turn 1.1 6,0 

No•• ~ , ..._ not'fft..-iou ,ft rood at ;nl• tu cUon H•F ha f01.1r-lM1• hiohwot dh,idttd Oy o 
nQffflW -ion. ond h rloNd IO pn;,w1d, 1,r. ... Ott4 , i qhl•IUffl 1an .. fot "°'"h
~ truffle. Th. • oa,i-"11 rood """'=- ftO!I "°"'"'ed (o, c:on"1c tJ ; if hm a .STO P 
ti~ ot !he int•Mc. tlan, Nor• thot 36,6 ptfCMI of th,a (fel rboufkf ond 67, .. 
,-,c11t11 a r 1t,e weil~ 1NDuoh ..-• nfr: J.n ca..n_, thtough•ctou .. tro ffic con 
flich J 21.'1 ,.,u ,v 6, ,h. eca t o,d ... .,, ,. r,-tun"t ve'h id e,,_ c:au1.d l• fl - , uf'l"I 
~-,,arnc c:·onfli c.h : ,o.a P,.IC:fflt of the • au ::nd- ...... . , igk1 .. rvm '-'•hie-In 
CO\A9G rilJht-rutn c roa•trcrlfic. c-on(lic h . 

0.Am.bl r ~ conflictl eannol occur at non1i,gno jl 1ed il\tenections , 
bPrin""rri fy t,o ffic bock-up ca~.,S b)I ,low trucks l'lie'QOJioting a hill nortl, of 

fnt•r1•cr f01"1, 
CL_aft-iutn flore be9it11 j1.11t ofter cr•t of hill to tl,e &0uth of interMctior'I . 
dNo ,ldtt-- tum flare . 
•Primarily traffic bock-up caUMd by ,low truck. negotiating a hill KMJtl, of 

interwction . 

TABLE 8 

NOt,SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION GH-WS 
7 •· m. to 7 p. m . Avenge Confl lcla per Hour 

.. 

Dtrec:Uon of Tnvel 
Conflict Situation 

Eaot West 

Left-turn conflict 2.'!a 19.2b 

We..-, oon/llct 2.1 10.9 r~· o 0 
Threugh- lane 0,3 S,91 

Rear...,nd conflict Left-turn 4,QC 19.2e 
Right- tu r n 11 . ld 6. ~ 
Conflict 7,J 8,0 I Through-to-north 14.9 011: 

CroH-trafilc conflict Through-to-oouth Oi 4.0 
Left-tum 1.3 14.7 
Right-turn 9.1 0.3 

Note : l,uen..ctlOl'I GH-WS h ac t1.10lfy o lcro,e 1hoppiw.1 o,-o rr,,~iotef)' .....,Jal ln-
1eructl0n H-G: the -., ... ...,..1 rood h n~• 10'\ftl tn th , ono ..,,..;,h lhe cwnte, 
li:an• ,...._. ,...,-, ror t.ft turn, . Ea1~nd t10Hic tumlno r.h l nn, the i,otth ,hop-
p ing OteO Ullfl Jha t pgn lo!"I ol t ~ c•nl., ,CPM r•• r-,,ed lo, ,.r, hPm:1 ot inter-
1,ac1ron H·G, ond thl.a ,F)a,.. ;n. lane ._,;,n 1ro.f1ic going pou th-, 11,opplng ONO. 
Jh. otlUtf Jone don"°'• rh«• f01'• . l• rv• m en «ftec:1r..-. Jtft .. !um llo r• lor 
• catbound' tro fnc . Nol.• d -w,1 , of' 96.2 'lttlichn po, n, ,,..m.in,g l1h our of 1M 
•~ng ar~ 1 35,2 pan:e,11 ••petienc.-:, CtoiJ• rmftic con/11 c l'1 , o, l40.2 ._, ... 
1-iicl-,. -p., lir 11.1,nll\Q 1i9h1 Ol.lt o, •h• 1hopping Otf'O, anlr 6.7 ptr"c:•n• cixpa,1• 
~c..:I canflfch. 

Gfmtboi.md r.r,- ,un, .... hl,cl,n crv•rogoct 20.8 ~ hr . 
bwcs~nd ltft-rum ..... . M.:.hn. ov9":19'"' 197. I per hr. 
ct-,ia •fruritt l•h•tum (lore , 
d N o ri9"1 00 run, ll41e, 
• t.lt- tum floce ,.j th lnodeq,vGte W ro g,tt (t vr,o ~• hi cl• ) fo r demond , 
r,,ltfloOllfy tro Ui c 'boc.k• vp CGuud b)' th• m.,ging ot l'W0 througl, l~es into one west 
of 1ht, fn1 -.nec , on. 

l:INorthbound ond 10Uthbound vel,icl111 CQlU ld not procud d irectly through , 

lanes, hills, shopping, and traffic signal synchronization with surrounding intersec
tions is readily apparent in the data. 

ACCIDENT DATA 

A preliminary analysis has been made of conflict and available accident data. It was 
found that the probability that a conflict situation will result :iJl reported accidents is 
geperally dependent upon the relative approach velocities of the conflicting vehicles, and, 
of course, s uch factors as road geometrics and environment . It is to be emphasized 
that the problem of unreported accidents is of considerable significance when attempt
ing to correlate measured conflict frequencies with reported accident frequencies. 

Accident data for the year 1966 have been shown in Tables 9 through 13 for the in
tersections discussed in this r eport . These data are reasonably representative of the 

TABLE Q TABLE 10 

LEl"T-TURN CONFLICT-"CCIDENT DATA WEAVE CONFLICT-ACCIDENT DATA 

Road Direction 
Confllcta Accident! 

Road Direction Confilcta Accldenta 
per Hour In 1986 per Hour La 1968 

AA-n North I. 2 2 AA-n North 1. 3 0 
South 5. 5 I South o. 4 2 
Eaot 4. 3 4 East 6.4 3 
Weet o. 3 I Weal a.1 e 

B-• North 5, e e B-1 North s. 2 0 
South 5 •• s South 1.8 3 
Ea1t 5.1 2 Baal 0,8 I 
Weit s.e 5 Weit o. 8 0 

B-D North 2.4 2 B-D North 4. a z 
South 2. 8 2 South 2. I 3 
Ea• t 1.a 0 Eut 0, 9 0 
We•t &. I 0 We• t I. 2 0 

B-F North 3.1 0 B- F North I.I 
South 2.0 2 South 3.1 

GB-WS Eut 2. 7 GH-WB Eaot 2.1 
Weot 19. 2 West 10. 9 



TABLE 11 

THROUGH RED-LIQln' VIOLATIONS-ACCIDENT DATA 

Road 

AA-n 

B-• 

H·D 

Road 

AA-a 

B•s 

H-D 

H•F 

GH·WS 

SltpWlzed lnteraectlone 

Violator 
Through Accident Accldente 

Dtrecuon 
Red-Light Directlon In 1986 
Vlolatlona 

North 3. 3 N/E 7 
South 1. 8 N/ W 4 
Eaat 12.0 S/ E 3 
Weat 11. 5 S/W 8 

North 3. 5 N/E 2 
South 2. 4 N/ W 0 
East 0.5 S/E 2 
Weat 2. 9 S/W 0 

North I. 5 N/ E I 
South 0. 7 N/ W I 
Ea• t o. 7 S/ E 0 
West 0.4 S/ W I 

TABLE 13 

REAR-END CONFLICT-ACCIDENT DATA 

VlalAIDr 
Direction 

North 
South 
Eaat 
Weat 

North 
South 
Eaat 
Weit 

North 
South 
Eut 
West 

North 
South 

Eut 
Weat 

Confilcte per Hour 

Total 
Rear-End 
Canfilcte 

13. 9 
4. 8 

22. 4 
30. 2 

19. 7 
28. 8 
8. 9 
8.2 

14.8 
15. 8 

4. 5 
t. 2 

18. 7 
22.11 

22. 7 
39. 5 

Slop Amber and 
Through-Lane 

Rear-End Canfilcte 

1.8 
0. 4 

20. 5 
14. 8 

18. 1 
8. 5 
4. 8 
4,8 

10. 3 
13. 5 

I. 2 
1, 1 

8. 3 
6.9 

o. 3 
5. 9 

Accldente 
In 1988 

0 
0 

24 
23 

13 
8 
0 
2 

I 
0 

43 

TABLE 12 

CROSS-TRAFFIC CONFLICT-ACCIDENT DATA 
NonsltpWlzed lntersectlone 

Conflict 
Road Direction Canfilcte Accidenta 

Situation per Hour In 1988 

Through H-F North 7. 7 3 
South 1. 5 0 

GH-WS East 14. 9 4 
West 4.0 I 

Lelt-Tura H-F North 2. 0 1 
South 1. 1 0 

GH-WS East 1. 3 I 
Weal 14. 9 3 

Right-Turn H·F North I.I 0 
South e.o 0 

OH-WS Eaat 9. 1 I 
Weet o. 3 0 

intersections investigated to date. Al-
though much more data are required, 
a high level of association exists be-
tween the traffic conflict and reported 
accident frequencies. In particular, 
high accident frequencies are always 
associated with high conflict 
frequencies . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The traffic conflict technique pro
vides a relatively quick test for deter
mining the effectiveness of traffic en
gineering changes by taking "before 
and after'' conflict counts. Changes in 
road design, signing, signalization, 
environment, and accident trade-offs 
can be evaluated quickly and 
quantitatively. 

The traffic conflict technique delineates initial causes of potential accident situations. 
Over 10 specific categories of rear-end incidents have been defined. The technique re
sults in accurate measures of accident potentials, provides an understanding of the basic 
causes of accidents, and should ultimately lead to a reduction of tr a ff 1 c accidents. 
Though embryonic, the work done to date indicates that the traffic conflict technique 
should prove to be a useful tool for traffic engineers. 

-~ J .......... ....-........... ----




